
The ACT (Always Clear Talking) intercom system from FRC has
updated noise cancellation circuitry that essentially eliminates
acoustical background noise. The compact control module is 
separate from the speaker box to provide installation flexibility.
Multiple mounting options, needing only a two-wire connection
between stations, and hands-free remote operation
make this intercom especially useful for aerial applications.
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This simple, reliable, solid brass device permits pressurizing the
vehicle’s air pressure system from an external source. Automatically,
when the engine is started, the air line is disconnected. Comes 
with the mating connector, check valve and simple installation
instructions. Full 1-year warranty. Ship. wt. 3 lbs.

Specify color:  red, white, yellow or gray
AG130 Super Auto Eject, 15 Amp $199.95
AG131 Super Auto Eject, 20 Amp $222.95
Y885 Auto Eject, 15 Amp $154.95
AF527 Auto Eject, 20 Amp $178.95

Automatic Air Eject

Super Auto Eject & Auto Eject

Super Auto Eject
Comes with rear housing

AB034 Automatic Air Eject $183.95
AG133 Weatherproof Adapter Kit $41.95

Super Auto Eject is a completely sealed automatic power line 
disconnect. This prevents contamination of the mechanism by
road dirt and insures long, reliable life. Comes with a weather-
proof cover that is spring loaded to close, preventing water from
entering. A solenoid wired to the vehicle’s starter is energized
when the engine is started. This instantaneously drives the plug
from the receptacle.  This simple, reliable device eliminates the
broken cables which result when drivers forget to remove the
shore line when driving away. The Auto Eject comes without
sealed housing. All units come with 120v AC connector. 
Ship. wt. 2 lbs.

BH080 5" LCD System $495.95
BH081 7" LCD System $583.95
BH082 Color Day-Night Camera $182.95
BH083 15 meter 4-pin Camera Cable $19.95

LCD Systems Feature:

A heavy-duty back-up alarm using an
electric output circuit. Requires
less than 9 sq. inches of
mounting surface.  Designed
to meet or exceed SAE 
specifications. 12-volt DC
connects to back-up light 
circuit. Other voltages on
request. Weighs only 5
oz. Available in 97 db,
107 db or Multi-Function
Dual models. Ship. wt. 2 lbs.  

Electronic Back-Up Alarm 

AW257

BG545 ICA900 2-Station Intercom System $1,419.95
BG546 ICA900 3-Station Intercom System $2,124.95

AG133

Automatically disconnects shore line when vehicle is started
Eliminates broken shore lines

Auto Eject
Comes without rear housing

U673 Electronic Back-Up Alarm 97 db $27.95
U674 Electronic Back-Up Alarm 107 db $42.95
AW257 Electronic Back-Up Alarm Multi-Function Dual $42.95

ICA900 Intercom System
Bring Clear Communication 
to New Heights
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Color LCD system with 1 day-night camera, remote control, 
camera audio, 65'/20m cable, mounting hardware and instructions. 

Color camera with massive infrared LED cluster to light up your
view in darkness or bad weather. Color model features 
automatic switch mode-goes to high resolution black-and-white
in low light, switches back to brilliant color in daylight.

BH081
BH082 Features:

BH080BH080 Also Includes:

5" LCD flat panel monitor
Supports up to 3 cameras

BH081 Also Includes:

Rear View 
Backup Cameras

7" color LCD flat panel 
monitor with remote control
Wide screen
Supports up to 4 cameras
3 camera input with 1 RCA
A/V in for GPS
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